Device
NO_LABEL (E:) [8GB]

Partition scheme and target system type
MBR partition scheme for BIOS or UEFI

File system
FAT32 (Default)

Cluster size
4096 bytes (Default)

New volume label
ESXI-6.0.0-20160302001-STANDARD

Format Options
- Check device for bad blocks
  - 1 Pass
- Quick format
- Create a bootable disk using ISO Image
- Create extended label and icon files
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Replace menu.c32?

This ISO image seems to use an obsolete version of 'menu.c32'. Boot menus may not display properly because of this.

A newer version can be downloaded by Rufus to fix this issue:
- Choose 'Yes' to connect to the internet and download the file
- Choose 'No' to leave the existing ISO file unmodified
If you don't know what to do, you should select 'Yes'.

Note: The new file will be downloaded in the current directory and once a 'menu.c32' exists there, it will be reused automatically.
WARNING: ALL DATA ON DEVICE 'NO_LABEL (E:) [8GB]' WILL BE DESTROYED.
To continue with this operation, click OK. To quit click CANCEL.